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PRE-ENTRY
AWARENESS
TRAINING (PEAT)
Under the Pubs Industry Framework Code of Practice, taking PEAT is
a mandatory requirement for any new tenant or lessee who signs an
agreement in England and Wales with a pub company or brewery
who is a member of the British Beer and Pub Association (BBPA).
The course is designed to ensure that you fully understand the
implications of the pub tenancy or lease which you are considering
signing. It will give you an awareness of the tied pub model, as well
as provide information on business plans, the different types of
agreements available, rental calculations, the legal consequences
of breach of agreement and much more.
The course is accredited by the BIIAB which is the professional body
for the licensed retail industry. It will take 4–5 hours to complete and
costs £75+VAT.

OUR TRAINING
PHILOSOPHY
Admiral Taverns wants to help you grow your business. Our training
offer is designed to support you if you are new to the industry, to help
you get off to a good start. If you are a more experienced licensee,
the workshops are designed to make sure that you are maximising the
opportunities in the marketplace you trade in.
The one day workshops are designed to show you how to improve
aspects of your business that will ultimately increase your bottom line.
The sessions are very informal, there are no tests or exams, and they
are designed to be interactive and allow you to walk away with a
to-do list. Training will form part of your business development and is
part of the on-going support to our licensees.

AWARD FOR
PERSONAL
LICENCE
HOLDERS (APLH)

MAKING PROFIT
The ‘Making Profit’ workshop is suitable for both new licensees, to help
them get off to a good start, and for more experienced licensees,
to make sure they are maximising profit opportunities.
The aim of the workshop is to help show you how easy it is to control
and review the finances of your pub business. In addition, we look at
how you can maximise profit, the key aim of any successful business.
Course contents will include:
:: VAT – Roles and responsibilities, how to calculate
:: Gross profit – How less than 10 products will decide the
success of the business
:: Pricing – Setting prices to make money
:: Entertainment spend – Calculating break-even sales
on entertainment
:: Financial statements – How to figure out a profit and loss
account in less than five minutes
:: Stocktaking – Why it is important to do regular stock takes and
how to read a stock report

Before you’re ready to open the doors and pull your first pint, you
need to get your Personal Licence. This is an essential accreditation
required for all licensees to hold. Along with our training partners at
CPL, we can help you get your licence in the most convenient way for
you – through online or face-to-face training.
Face-to-face training costs £135+VAT, online training costs £85+VAT.
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MARKETING &
MERCHANDISING
The ‘Marketing and Merchandising’ workshop is designed to help
licensees do as much as possible to encourage people to spend
money in their pub, in a very competitive marketplace.
The aim of the workshop is to help you to ensure that you
maximise the sales potential of your business and we are certain
that by attending, you will find additional ways to develop
business opportunities.

“THANKS FOR OPENING
MY EYES TO THINGS I
HAVEN’T THOUGHT OF.
WHEN IS THE NEXT
WORKSHOP?”

IMPROVING
STANDARDS,
INCREASING
PROFIT
The ‘Improving Standards, Increasing Profit’ workshop is designed
to help both new and more experienced licensees enhance their
customer’s experience, making them want to spend longer at the
pub and visit more often.
The workshop highlights the importance of the customer journey;
starting from outside the pub, then looking at the inside environment,
all the way through to the customer leaving. A quality assurance
checklist will be provided so that all tenants who attend can carry
out a standards check on their pub to see what could be changed
to improve the customer experience.
Course contents will include:
:: Identifying the customer journey for your business and
identifying key standards at each stage
:: Stating the key rules for effective merchandising inside and
outside the pub

John Hennessey – Licensee at Staff of Life, Manchester

:: Explaining what needs to be prepared prior to service

Course contents will include:

:: Creating a mood and atmosphere that will retain customers
and drive more sales

:: T arget market – Identifying opportunities to drive sales within the
pub’s target marketplace
:: T arget customers – Looking at customers (existing and potential)
with a different pair of eyes
:: O
 ccasionality – Not only ‘who’, but ‘why’ and ‘what’
:: P
 romotional activity – Planning a calendar of cost effective
activity to drive sales

:: Explaining what actions are essential to create an environment
where a customer enjoys an excellent experience
:: Using simple tools to help communicate required standards to
staff and monitor performance on an on-going basis
:: Explaining how to dispense drinks in a professional and
appealing fashion

:: A
 dvertising – Using internal and external advertising to
communicate to target customers
:: S
 ocial networking – How Facebook, Twitter and websites can
build customer loyalty and be used to drive trade
:: M
 erchandising – How to influence customer choice
:: C
 ustomer service, selling and staff – The key to your success
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“THE IMPROVING STANDARDS,
INCREASING PROFIT WORKSHOP
HAS MADE ME MORE AWARE
OF MY BUSINESS AND HOW
MONEY CAN BE EASILY LOST
THROUGH COMPLACENCY, SUCH
AS ELECTRICITY WASTAGE AND
SPILLAGES WHEN POURING.”
Evelyn Riches – Licensee at the Antelope, Warwick
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ASK ABOUT CASK
The ‘Ask About Cask’ workshop is aimed at licensees who are
interested in stocking cask beer or stock cask beer already, but want
to sell more and gain a reputation as a fantastic cask ale pub.
This workshop will provide you with more knowledge about cask
beer, what it is, who’s drinking it, how to sell more and how to really
impress your guests with some beer and food matching skills.
Course contents will include:
:: Who the cask ale drinker is
:: Why the cask ale market is growing
:: What cask beer is and how to condition cask beer
:: How to taste and describe beer
:: How to recommend beers to go with food
:: How to train others about cask beer
:: How cask ale can drive footfall

PROFITABLE FOOD
RETAILING
Profitable Food Retailing is a workshop aimed at tenants that
already have a food offer but would like ideas to maximise their
return from food.
The workshop aims to identify opportunities to maximise food sales
throughout the week, for a range of tenanted food offers; and identify
the ‘must do’ financial controls for food, highlighting their potential
impact on pub profitability.
Course contents will include:
:: Introduction – The five Ps of food marketing
:: 	Food promotions – Planning targeted activity. Ideas for customer
specific; time specific; season specific; product specific and
occasion specific activity
:: Driving wet sales – Identifying opportunities to drive food related
wet sales. Includes how to plan an appropriate wine offer
:: Food advertising – Planning the external and internal advertising
of food. Includes a review of menu design
:: Adding value/creating a point of difference – Ideas for small
changes that will create unique selling points for tenants to market
:: Catering finance controls – The five key considerations: accurate
dish costing; consistent portion control; regular food stocks;
calculation of actual food margin achieved and popularity/
profitability analysis
:: Pricing food – Food target margins; retail prices to achieve target
GP%; delivering margins where retail prices are fixed

5
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BEGINNERS
SOCIAL MEDIA
FOR BUSINESS

ADVANCED
SOCIAL MEDIA
FOR BUSINESS

The ‘Social Media for Business’ workshop has been designed to
ensure licensees are able to use social media sites such as
Facebook and Twitter to maximise their marketing opportunities.

The ‘Advanced Social Media for Business’ workshop has been
designed for licensees who are making the most out of their current
social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter and want to
learn more in order to maximise their marketing opportunities.

Social media is becoming an essential part of a licensee’s marketing
tool kit and using it effectively can make a real difference to your
business and will reduce your marketing costs. Forget printing flyers
and advertising in newspapers, Facebook and Twitter marketing will
help you reach a much wider audience and it won’t cost you a penny!
This beginners course will take you through the process of setting up
a fantastic Facebook business page, you’ll get started on Twitter and
learn how ‘tweeting’ about your business can attract new customers.
This workshop is fun, interactive and will help you generate a realistic
action plan which you can take away and implement
in your pub straight away.
Course contents will include:
:: What is social media?
:: The facts – highlighting benefits
:: Social media and your business
:: Case studies of pubs/restaurants that ‘do social media well’
:: Facebook: How to set up a Facebook business page, encourage
people to ‘like’ your page, and how to keep your Facebook
page dynamic
:: Twitter: How to set up a Twitter account and generate followers.
How to ‘follow’, and who to ‘follow.’ Top tips on the perfect tweets
:: Embracing other forms of social media including: QR Codes,
TripAdvisor, Priority Moments and Use Your Local

This workshop will show you how to create competitions and apps for
your Facebook page which will encourage customers to visit your page.
It will help you create offers using both Facebook and Twitter that will
get more customers through your doors, spending more money.
Making your social media platforms stylish, easy to navigate, and
packed full of information has never been so easy and will make
a real difference.
Course contents will include:
:: Facebook statistics. What to use Facebook for and some good
page examples
:: Using Shortstack to create apps, competitions and offers on your
Facebook page
:: Adding menus to your page
:: Getting the customers involved – check in
:: Promoting offers
:: Your Facebook strategy – exercise
:: Twitter statistics
:: Link Twitter and Facebook
:: Snapchat
:: Instagram
:: Advanced usage of QR codes
:: Managing review websites

“THE WORKSHOP SHOWED ME THAT
THERE’S LOTS THAT CAN BE DONE WITH
SOCIAL MEDIA. AS WELL AS PROMOTING
EVENTS AND OFFERS, I USE IT TO ENGAGE
WITH THE LOCAL COMMUNITY ABOUT
BIGGER ISSUES AND THE THINGS THAT
MATTER TO THEM.”
Nicola Black – Licensee at the Wuthering Heights, Keighley
6
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ADVANCED
BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME
The ‘Advanced Business Development’ Programme is Admiral Taverns’
new and innovative course aimed at helping our publicans compete
and grow their profits in a highly competitive market. If you want to
develop the full potential of your outlet, reduce your risk, increase your
turnover and improve your profits this course is a must for you.
The programme is a one day course and will cover the main topics
as follows:
Course contents will include:
:: Reviewing and analysing the basic finances of your outlet
:: Understanding how profit is generated
:: Understanding how you can grow turnover, increase margins and
effectively control costs
:: Understanding why many small businesses fail and what we can
do to prevent this
:: Working ON the business rather than just IN it
::	Diagnosing the current position of your business – identifying
your direct competitors and establishing how you can compete
with them
:: Planning your approach post course
We realise that you are busy, so the programme is completed in one
day and runs from 9.30am to 4.00pm with lunch included. To book
your place, please contact Kelly Dunne on 01244 505 469 or email
kelly.dunne@admiraltaverns.co.uk

“MY BDM SAID THIS COURSE
WAS AN EYE-OPENER AND IT
REALLY WAS. I NEED TO TAKE
CONTROL OF MY BUSINESS AND
TREAT IT AS A BUSINESS AND
NOT A JOB/HOBBY. I’M GOING
TO MAKE THE PUB WORK AND
BE A SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS”
Andy Kettlewell – Licensee at the Flying Dutchman
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AWARD IN BEER
AND CELLAR
QUALITY (ABCQ)
The Award in Beer and Cellar Quality (ABCQ) course is designed to
help you ensure that your beer is consistently served in an optimum
condition and will help you to increase sales and decrease wastage.
You will learn how to implement best practice in cellar management,
in quality assurance and in beer service standards, all in line with
legal regulations.
Packed with advice, tips and hints to help you grow your beer
sales and improve your beer quality, the Award in Beer and Cellar
Quality course is the only nationally recognised cellar management
qualification certificated by the British Institute of Innkeeping.
On completion of the course and the multiple choice assessment
you will be awarded a Level 2 Award in Beer and Cellar Quality,
the industry standard for quality of product.
Course contents will include:
:: Understanding beer products
:: Maintaining hygiene in the bar
:: Glass washing and glassware
:: The perfect pint

8

:: Maintaining a safe and effective cellar
- Improving profit through quality
- Deliveries
- Looking after cask and keg beer
- Line cleaning
- Bottled and canned beer
- Hygiene and safety

DO SPORT WELL
The ‘Do Sport Well’ workshop is a must for licensees who want to get
more out of sport in their pub. This workshop is a half day session and
will benefit both new and experienced licensees.
The workshop will provide hints and tips that will help ensure profit
is maximised on the back of sporting occasions.
Course contents will include:
:: Sales and marketing – Advertising the game, merchandising
and the use of social media
:: Setting up the pub – Positioning of furniture, TVs and dressing
the pub
:: Creating the right atmosphere – Pre-match music and banter
:: Games – Football cards, guess the time of goal and sweepstakes
:: Table service – Benefits of table service and how to do it
:: Products – Product portfolio and back bar merchandising
:: Food offer – Food as an opportunity, themes, pricing and service
:: Training staff – Making the most of the opportunity
:: Handling conflict – Some hints and tips

Admiral Training Manual

ONE-TO-ONE
CASK ALE
TRAINING
This training session is designed for people who have never worked
with cask ale, as well as those who are experienced in real ale
but might just need a refresher. A Cask Marque qualified assessor
or trainer will visit you at your pub and will spend an hour going
through how to look after cask ale from cellar to serve, and will also
conduct a short cellar audit covering things such as stock rotation
and glass washing.
Course contents will include:
:: Difference between cask and keg beer
:: Terminology (keystones, shives, hop filters, soft and hard spiles, rods,
container sizes)
:: Importance of hygiene and temperature
:: What to do on delivery
:: How and when to vent the cask
:: How long the beer will take to condition
:: How to tap/rod the beer
:: Preliminary checks before beer goes on sale
:: Stock levels and range
:: How to improve yields
:: Handy troubleshooting
:: Pouring the beer to minimise wastage

YOU CAN INCLUDE UP TO 3 MEMBERS OF STAFF
ON THIS SESSION. IT’S A GREAT OPPORTUNITY
TO SPEAK TO AN EXPERT IN REAL ALE SO YOU
CAN MAKE SURE YOUR BEER IS SERVED IN A
PERFECT CONDITION.
The cost of this course is £85 + VAT or £95 + VAT if you are not
a Cask Marque member.

RIGHTS &
RESPONSIBILITIES
WORKSHOP
The ‘Rights & Responsibilities’ workshop is ideal for both new
licensees, to help them get a good understanding of the legislation
involved with running a pub, and for more experienced licensees,
to make sure they are compliant within the day-to-day operation
of their pub business.
The aim of the workshop is to help you get absolute clarity around
the various regulations within the licensed trade and the wider
laws within business. It will provide the confidence and knowledge
needed to ensure you, as an employer, are doing everything you
can to keep your business within the remits of the law!
Course contents will include:
:: Employment law – How to deal with staff correctly, including;
staff legal rights, discipline and TUPE etc
:: Health & Safety legislation – What you need to know
about your legal responsibilities as an employer, including;
risk assessments, first aid and staff training etc
:: Licensing law – What you need to know in order to comply
with the laws enforced when selling alcohol
9
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E-LEARNING
Making sure that you and your staff are fully trained to comply with
the law couldn’t be easier! Our e-learning platform provides you with
access to many e-learning courses which can be completed by you
and your staff at a time and place to suit. Stay compliant with the
range of courses available.
Courses include:

5 COURSE £50
BUNDLE
Making sure that you and your staff are fully trained to comply
with the law couldn’t be easier. CPL Online can provide you with
a great route to excellence with low cost training options, which
are available whenever it suits you.

An annual membership of £250 will get you and your staff unlimited
access to all of the above courses along with our new ‘coffee skills’
course. Alternatively, you can purchase individual courses at just £10
per course!
Each course takes around 45 minutes to complete. They are fun and
interactive and, upon completion of each course, you will receive a
completion certificate which is accredited by Education Development
International (EDI).

FOOD SAFETY (LEVEL 2)

DISABILITY AWARENESS

FOOD SAFETY (FRONT OF HOUSE LEVEL 2)

DRUGS AWARENESS

HEALTH & SAFETY (LEVEL 2)

EQUALITY & DIVERSITY

HEALTH & SAFETY (FRONT OF HOUSE LEVEL 2)

FIRE AWARENESS

AGE VERIFICATION

HACCP (HAZARD ANALYSIS CRITICAL CONTROL POINT)

ALPS (AWARD FOR LICENSED PREMISES STAFF)

BRIBERY ACT AWARENESS

AUASP (AWARD FOR UNDERAGE SALES PREVENTION)

INTERVIEW SKILLS

CASK MARQUE BAR EXCELLENCE AWARD

MANUAL HANDLING

CASK MARQUE CELLAR MANAGEMENT

SALPS (SCOTTISH AWARD FOR LICENSED PREMISES STAFF)

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT

STAFF APPRAISAL SKILLS

COSHH (CONTROL OF SUBSTANCES HAZARDOUS TO HEALTH)

VENNERS STOCK MANAGEMENT

CUSTOMER SERVICE

TIME MANAGEMENT

SIMPLY VISIT WWW.ADMIRALTAVERNS.CO.UK
CLICK ON THE LICENSEE SUPPORT AREA
CLICK ON TRAINING
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APPRENTICESHIPS
Upskilling your team is critical to the success of your business.
Your people are the most important component in your pub business.
By investing in them and the development of their skills, knowledge
and ability, you will create a more loyal and committed team.
Well-trained and motivated staff members results in good customer
service, which means greater profits for your business.
Our apprenticeship programme serves to improve skills across a range
of roles, covering the essentials of what is required to run and work in
a pub, including:
Course contents will include:
:: Customer service
:: Health and safety

“HAVING AN APPRENTICE IS WIN-WIN.
WE HAVE A MEMBER OF STAFF THAT
BENEFITS FROM THE SCHEME AS
THEY LEARN ON THE JOB. THIS HAS
ADVANTAGES FOR MY BUSINESS
BECAUSE THEY PUT THE SKILLS THEY
GAIN INTO USE IN THE PUB, WHICH
HELPS DRIVE MY BUSINESS FORWARD.”
Dave Kirkham – Licensee at the Maple Leaf, Worcester

:: Licensing law compliance
:: Handling money
:: Sales techniques
:: Food and beverage preparation

The programme is available to both new and existing team
members aged 16 and over. Learners do not need any previous
qualifications but it should be noted that they are not eligible if they
currently attend college or university.

HOW TO BOOK
YOUR PLACE
The following workshops will be held at an Admiral Taverns pub
in your area and will run from 9am to 4pm approximately.
Course contents will include:
:: Making Profit
:: Marketing and Merchandising
:: Improving Standard, Increasing Profit
:: Profitable Food Retailing
:: Beginners Social Media for Business
:: Advanced Social Media for Business
:: Advanced Business Development Programme
:: Rights and Responsibilities
:: ‘Do Sport Well’ and ‘Ask About Cask’ are shorter modules
and will run from 9am to 12pm approximately.
The cost of the courses is £100 + VAT for the first delegate and
a discounted rate of £50 + VAT for each additional delegate.
You will be asked to complete an action plan at the end of the
day’s training and your BDM will follow this up with you.
Your lunch and refreshments will also be provided on the day.

PLACES ON THESE WORKSHOPS ARE LIMITED SO IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO RESERVE A PLACE OR WOULD
LIKE MORE INFORMATION ON TRAINING, PLEASE CONTACT THE ADMIRAL TAVERNS TRAINING
CO-ORDINATOR ON 01244 505 469 OR SPEAK TO YOUR BDM.
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REAL LICENSEE COMMITMENT

www.admiraltaverns.co.uk

